
Engagement summary
Between 15 March and 30 May 2021 Central Coast Council sought 
community feedback on the draft Kibble Park Place Plan and draft Kibble 
Park Concept Plan. 

The draft plans were prepared following detailed analysis of the feedback 
we received from our first round of community consultation. 

We wanted to check back in with the community to ensure that we had 
gotten it right! We invited the community to view the draft place plan, 
view a visual presentation of how a revised Kibble Park will look on the 
ground. We gathered feedback by:
• Survey
• Social Pinpoint Map
• Phone interviews

 Engagement Results
Results from the consultation period included: 

• 39.5% of participants said that the vision for the future was perfect 
for Kibble Park

• Welcoming and inclusive: Kibble Park is a safe, inclusive and 
welcoming place was ranked as the most important theme to guide 
improvement and achieve the vision by 48.7% of participants 

Comments received throughout the consultation period included: 

• concerns on the prioritisation of these works given current financial 
situation

• encouragement for Kibble Park to become a safe place for families to 
gather

• the need to incorporate the heritage value of the area

• encouragement for a green heart for the city
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How you connected

254 visits to the 
Your Voice Our 
Coast website

yourvoiceourcoast.com

The plan was 
downloaded 515 
times 

11,202 stakeholders 
were kept up-to-date 
through e-news. 

105 comments 
captured and 473 
community votes

45 surveys 
completed

5 interviews



What’s next? 
The Place Management team will now finalise this plan and prepare concept plans informed by 
the feedback received. 

We will inform the community of the finalised plans in the coming months.

Find out more and stay up to date at yourvoiceourcoast.com 

yourvoiceourcoast.com

June 2021

“We need these types of projects to be keep building trust in the public eye, in main areas, to 
start regrouping and building on the momentum of Gosford moving forward, to achieve the 
civic heart vision”

~ Interview

“I love the playground and green area concept, but with the League Club park a five-minute 
walk down the road……both need to complement each other.”

~ Survey Respondent

“The park has so much potential, and I think this plan makes the most of it.”
~ Survey Respondent

“Is it trying to do too much within the limited space available?” 
~ Survey Respondent


